HCC Treatment Guideline (BCLC Staging) in CCGH

**BCLC Stage**

**HCC**

- **Stage 0**
  - PST 0, Child-Pugh A
  - Very early stage (0)
    - Single < 2 cm Carcinoma in situ
      - Single
        - CTAP concordance
          - Portal pressure/Bil
            - Normal
              - Resection
              - RFA
              - PEIT
              - TACE
  - Early stage (A)
    - Single, 3 nodules ≤ 3 cm, PST 0
      - Single
        - CTAP concordance
    - Three nodules
      - CTAP concordance

- **Stage A-C**
  - PST 0-2, Child-Pugh A-B
  - Intermediate stage (B)
    - Single > 5 cm or Multinodular and > 3 cm, PST 0
      - Single > 5 cm
        - CTAP concordance
      - Multinodular
        - PV invasion
          - Main partial
            - L’t or R’t PVT
          - Main total
            - RT
              - Target CT
              - Clinical trial
              - Supportive care
  - Resection
  - Target TACE
  - RT

- **Stage D**
  - PST > 2, Child-Pugh C
  - Advanced stage (C)
    - Portal invasion, N1, M1, PST 1-2
      - N1, M1
    - Symptomatic care
      - Clinical trial
      - Supportive care

- **Stage 0**
  - PST 0, Child-Pugh A
  - Very early stage (0)
    - Single < 2 cm Carcinoma in situ
      - Single
        - CTAP concordance
          - Portal pressure/Bil
            - Normal
              - Resection
              - RFA
              - PEIT
              - TACE